
Film Review 
 
Write a review of a film you watched recently. 
 
Essay Plan 
 
 
Introduction: 

 
Name of film; name of director; main character(s); setting 
 

  
Body 
Paragraph 1 - 2 

 
Some information about the plot (ending is NOT given) 
 

  
Body 
Paragraph 3 - 4 

 
Positive and negative comments about the film, direction and 
acting  
 

  
 
Conclusion 

 
Target audience, recommendation and reason(s)  
 

 
Note: generally, the present tense is used when writing a book/film review. 
 
Model Answer  
 

Twilight 
‘Twilight’, the film based on the book written by Stephanie Meyer and directed by Catherine 
Hardwicke, is set in Forks – a small Washington town.  The film can be described as an 
insipid but sincere vampire romance similar to a high school drama series. The main 
characters are Bella, short for Isabella Swan, played by Kristen Stewart, and Edward Cullen, 
played by Robert Pattinson.  
 
‘Twilight’ narrates the strange relationship of two very different beings that fall in love at 
first sight.  However, the first time Edward meets Bella, who has just moved to Forks to live 
with her father, she is taken aback when he looks angrily at her while clenching his hands 
into fists.  Despite his vampire appetite, Edward and Bella fall in love and though he 
confesses his drawbacks as a vampire, he manages to suppress his appetite for her love.  
Edward describes himself and his family as vegetarian vampires with superhuman powers. 
Will this be enough to keep the vampires who feast on human blood at bay? 
 
Catherine Hardwicke’s direction is rather shaky and as a result, despite the efforts of Kristen 
Stewart and the exotically beautiful Mr Pattinson, he still comes across as a lifeless bore most 
of the time. Moreover, the important meadow scene is not as dramatic as it should have been.   
 
In my opinion, the success of the film depends mainly on the half-baked subplot suggesting 
that there’s something worse than death.  Naturally, the mysterious atmosphere, the haunting 
music and the tense moments heighten the expectations of the filmgoers and make the film a 
box office success.   
 
While ‘Twilight’ would appeal to young teenage girls, readers of the book might feel 
somewhat disappointed by the film. 
 


